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About This Game

Wand Wars is a fast-paced, top-down, magical sports game. Players ride brooms over ancient arenas, cast arcane spells and turn
opponents into adorable chickens!

Try to control a powerful magical sphere that bounces around the arena, increasing in speed and size over time.
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The game's epic stages, colorful characters and quirky powerups generate competitive gameplay that is incredibly fun to
participate in and spectate.

Hone your skills and uncover the magical universe of Wand Wars in Story Mode or battle your way through the unlimited chaos
of The Trials. Play against up to 3 friends or the computer in 7 exciting multiplayer modes.

Key Features

Singleplayer modes: Story Mode and The Trials (with optional 2 person co-op)

Local Multiplayer (up to 4 players) with 7 play modes: Arcane Arena, Team Arena, Merlinball, Hexout, Team Hexout,
Spellstorm and Medley.

Game changing arenas, powerups and spells.

Unlock content with XP.

Beautiful pixel art graphics with a modern twist.

Original soundtrack full of magic.
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Title: Wand Wars
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Moonradish Inc.
Publisher:
Moonradish Inc.
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2016
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Thorougly enjoyed this, reminded me of warlocks from warcraft 3 customs.. This game is AH-mazing! Me and my bro love
playing it. Challenging and funny. Also with gorgeous magical pixel graphics.
10/10 would hex again.. Beautiful graphics and nice music!. It's one of these games with simple controls with which you can do
a lot of♥♥♥♥♥kicking if mastered.

To be honest, it's a fun game. Loading it up and playing one quick match, or having some time and playing the story for a little
bit longer, both are fun.
The music is good, the graphics are wonderful, the gameplay doesn't lag (and I am playing this on my good ol' laptop), so yep, I
reccomend this if you think this looks fun.
Ah yes, also you unlock stuff by simply playing, but I think I also saw an option where you can turn that off.

The only downside for now is that there is no online play, and the dev(s) (it's one person coding all this after all) may just look
into that, so it may be only a matter of time B). It's ok it feels like a party game I don't know why but it does probaly because
everytime I play a party game I start to punch myself in the face just like I do in this game, a lot. I started making a dent in my
wall I think from the back of my skull.. Fun gameplay, polished visuals, and a dope soundtrack. This game is really simple and
easy to pick up. It gets super competitive instantly and leads to much laughter. well done.. This is how I see wand wars. I've
played quake for quite a few years now and it's a hard game. Wand wars gives you that same feeling. It can be casual and fun
with your friends but, also very intense and skillful. If you love to game vs your buddies face to face and compete or just have a
great time. Wand wars is an easy 10/10. I play a handful of games and I think this game rocks.

I play
Quake Live, Starcraft 2, Reflex, Counter-Strike Global Offensive, and recently Overwatch. Wand Wars is this calibur with
quality game play. Plus the soundtrak is awesome. I just crank it on the house stereo haha.. Fun with friends.
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I Love this game! Great action, fun story, and interesting characters!
If Leathal League and Super Smash Brothers had a baby, this would be it.. Fun, fast paced and great music.. If you're looking
for a quick couch competitive game, this is a must have.
Eggnarok is so far the best and the funniest mode to happen.. I reccomend this game for its:

1. Easy to understand and use controls
2. Its simplicity and just overall fun storyline
3. The AI intellegence
4. The increasing difficulty as the game progresses
5. The many gamemodes that one is able to play.

Although this game cannot boast about having an easy to connect to multiplayer (because you need a controler to play with
another person), it is a very addictive and fun game that you can play a round of singleplayer or with AI and then leave soon
after that round because of the quick dynamics which really convince you to play that one extra round after you lose a match.

Should you wear headphones?

The soundtrack is fantastic and even if it may get repetitive it never bores you and just makes that feeling of an endless 'wand
war' come to action.

Some things I might change:

I feel like the campaign or story mode should be the first option when you open the game instead of the training game because
its monotonous if I am to restart my computer or something for an update and I have to continuously slide back to whichever
mode I need.

I also feel like a multiplayer (online or local) would be greatly appreciated because when I get bored with the normal
gamemodes I would like to play with a friend but now purchase a controller just to do that.

All in all this game is really worth it for the price that it costs and I sincerely reccomend purchasing it (but when its on sale)..
Solid local multiplayer, but if you're anything like me you're wondering if the singleplayer is worth it. I completed the story
mode on normal difficulty in a little over 3 hours and enjoyed myself.

There's also a harder difficulty and additional singleplayer challenges, but I'm usually just a "beat the game on normal" kind of
guy. At some point I'll probably come back and play through story mode again (when my backlog isn't such a behemoth post-
Summer Sale XD).

Also, if the devs are reading these reviews - I'd love to see a singleplayer season mode, like Rocket League or Super Mega
Baseball. I think it would extend the replayability of the game.. First I would like to point out the controls are impossible and
cramped unless you have a controler and even then they have an analog stick free that they could used.
Then there are the keyboard controls (I being a person that hates haveing to press shift to sprint) are impossible; you would think
it would be sensible to have move on WSAD and arrow keys, catch with left mouse button, shoot hex arrows with mouse button,
aim with mouse movement and use spell gem on middle, space, Q or E. BUT NO!!! instead you can only move with arrow keys,
catch is C!, hex arrows are V! aim is same buttons as movement and spell gem is X! it is redulously uncomfortable. And you
can't change them.
Also it is a little unresponceive at times and it might just my device but it works fine on any other game so...
And to add to that the AI can catch everything sweat free first time; ON THE LOWEST DIFFICULTY.
There is a custom gamemode thing but it's just 'you all start with these items'. So if you don't like an item tough. And there are
other gamemodes in the story and you might unlock them eventually but i don't think i'll play long enough to find out.
1 more thing is the trails mode are a little too hard without 2 players and this is ultimatly true with the mad knights.
All in all I want my money back and i feel as if my laptop does too with the amount of frustraition this has caused me and it
brings a literal tear to my eye that this game could have been so much more but they screwed so much.. Frantic and fun, can't
beat my gf in Merlin ball, 10/10 would lose again.. Wand Wars is a blast. It's excellent by every measure. The gameplay is novel
and fun, the soundtrack is catchy as hell, and the art is beautiful. I would rank this as one of the top 3 couch co-op games on
Steam, along with Duck Game and Overcooked. It evokes the glory days of 16-bit multiplayer party games on SNES and
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Genesis, but it's much smarter, faster, and more engaging than anything that existed back then.

Highlights
- Arcane Arena is probably the most intense single-screen deathmatch I've ever played. Unlockable maps and powerups offer
plenty of variety and depth.
- Merlinball combines quidditch with air hockey and ends up feeling a bit like NBA Jam! Unlike NBA Jam, you can turn your
opponents into chickens before you dunk on them. And unlike quidditch, it actually makes some goddamn sense.
- Endless Trials Co-op offers a high level of challenge and a really interesting take on progression. Great for preserving a
friendship after destroying someone at Merlinball.
- The AI in this game is surprisingly great, and 10 levels of difficulty means you can fine-tune the bots between matches. As a
result, 2v1 is quite viable, because you can choose whether to treat the bot like a handicap.

Negatives
- No online multiplayer. Maybe next time?

I was amazed to find this game hanging around on the dusty backshelves of the Steam store with so little fanfare. It's a hidden
gem, and it deserves to be celebrated. You should pick it up if you have even 1 friend to play with locally.
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